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His mother so heart broken, couldnt resign herself to the death, and she died of a broken heart only months
later. An older rancher in the area took Pete in and treated him as a son. Teaching him the ranching business,
and giving him the run of the ranch. After he had been on the ranch a few years, he was introduced to a man, a
range detective that came to town in search of some outlaws. Pete always had in the back of his mind that he
wanted to go after the men that had killed his dad, and this man showed him the way. The detective was better
equipped to get on the track of the outlaws and follow them wherever it took him. Pete had pledged to himself
that he would never be a town marshal that was stuck to a limited area he could search. After listening to the
detective talk about his cases, Pete worked up enough courage to ask the man if he could come home with him
and learn the trade. He promised that he would earn his way on the ranch while he was training. Much to his
surprise, the man agreed and this started Petes carrer, both as a rancher, and as a detective. Read more About
the author After I retired, I needed something to do. I never was good at writing, but I do love to read. I grew
up in a small town in northern Colorado. After high school, I enlisted in the navy. I became an electrician, and
after four years, I came out and worked on a ranch for a while. There I found that the fluids they used affected
me. I was forced to quit and found myself as manager of a large off-campus apartment complex. This I did for
nineteen years and retired from there. My wife and I are both retired, and mostly we enjoy our free time. The
few people that have read my works thought they were fun to read.
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He wants Roy to sign a bill of sale for his mines. Roy knows that when he signs the paper, he will be killed.
Pete arrives and tries to do some scouting through the hills, hoping to cut some kind of track to show what
happened to his friend. During one of his rides, he is shoot in the back as he looks over the side of a canyon.
He is saved when he lands on a small ledge, only to find when he wakes, that the ledge is only a few feet long
and down about ten or twelve feet fron the top. After many attempts to get out, he gets so weak he knows that
he knows his death is about to happen. Together the two men are able to fine out about their friend and boss.
When Roy is located, they all set a trap for the greedy mine owner and his men. The story ends on a good note
when the men enter the damaged mine and find the explosion had uncovered a neew gold vein. Later when
Pete is home sitting on his porch, he tells his wife a tale of two boys. It seems that the boys, about eighteen
years of age, are on a drive moving some cattle from Texas to Montana. The hours are long, the job dirty, and
the dust they breath at the back of the drive is enough to choke a man. They tough it out and feel better that
they have done a mans job. In Montana at the end of the drive, the trail boss tries to get them to take the train
home with him. Wanting to save all their money, they decline and say they are going to ride their horses
home. After a week on the trail, they notice a small band of Indians are traveling parallel with them. Day after
day, and hour after hour they are tracked. It during a night stop that one of the group tries to steal their horses.
Rod is able to wing the man and the horses are saved. They leave their camp before day break and are down
the trail a ways when the hear the Indians attack their cold camp. By the second day when they come again,
Rod and Jake have horses are getting tired. In a short burst of speed, the Indians are able to get close. Jakes
horse stumbles, and Rod has no choice but to keep going. Part of the Indians drop off and capture Jake while
the rest come after Rod. He is able to loose them at a river. After hiding out under some brush, he goes back
and looks for his friend. Later he can hear the screams of his friend and is able to sneak close. As he looks
over the edge of an arroyo he finds the Indians skinning his friends leg. He is able to shoot his way in and
saves Jake. They battle the remaining Indians until they arrive in Colorado. It is here they stop and help a
rancher with his branding. The last Indian, who shows up during the fourth day, and Rod meet and fight to the
death in the dark of the night. Though the Indian is a larger man, Rod is able to win the battle. Wounded
badly, he is later found by Jake and is nursed back to health by the hired mans daughter. Later they marry and
live on the ranch with the old man.
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